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Stepwise amorphization of the flux-line lattice in Ca3Rh4Sn13: A peak-effect study
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The peak effect~PE! region in a single crystal of Ca3Rh4Sn13 is shown to comprise two discontinuous
first-order-like transitions located near its onset and peak positions, in accordance with a stepwise fracturing of
the flux-line lattice. Magnetization response to thermal cycling across the onset position produces an open
hysteresis loop, consistent with the notion of the fracturing. A thermomagnetic history dependence study shows
that the critical current densityJc(H,T) is path dependent over a large part of the (H,T) parameter space. This
path dependence ceases above the peak position of the peak effect, suggesting a complete amorphization of the
flux-line lattice at (Tp ,Hp) line. A plausible vortex phase diagram has been constructed for Ca3Rh4Sn13 in
which phases like an elastic solid, a plastic solid, and pinned and unpinned amorphous states have been
identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The peak effect~PE! phenomenon relates to an anomalo
increase in the the critical current density (Jc) in a type-II
superconductor before proceeding to zero at or close to
superconducting-normal phase boundary@Hc2 /Tc(H) line#.
The PE is observed in a large variety of superconduc
systems,1–16such as Nb,7 V3Si,8 2H-NbSe2,1,10,11CeRu2,2,5,6

Yb3Rh4Sn13,12,13 UPd2Al3 ~heavy fermion supercon
ductor!,3,4 YBa2Cu3O7 ~high-temperature super
conductor!,15,16etc. Two independent mechanisms have be
widely considered to understand the PE phenomenon. A
one, originally due to Pippard,17 attempts to relate the PE t
a faster rate of decrease in the elastic moduli of the flux-
lattice ~FLL! with an increase in the temperature as co
pared to that of the elementary pinning force. However,
cently, Tachikiet al.4 have suggested that the PE pheno
enon in heavy fermion superconductors could be caused
the realization of a generalized Fulde-Ferrel-Lark
Ovchinnikov18,19 state that results in a first-order transition

Modler et al.3 have shown that the characteristics of t
PE region in the heavy fermion compound UPd2Al3 are
similar to those in the mixed valent compound CeRu2 and
the phase boundaries~locus ofH andT) drawn for both of
them extend over the similar parametric limits in the (H,T)
space.20 Satoet al.,12 followed by Tomyet al.,13 reported the
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~18!/12394~10!/$15.00
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observation of the PE and the construction of a magn
phase diagram in the weakly pinned crystals of Yb3Rh4Sn13,
which bore striking resemblance to the similar phase d
grams in UPd2Al3 and CeRu2.3 Crabtreeet al.21 have shown
the similarities in the transport properties in CeRu2 and
YBa2Cu3O7 with those observed in the PE region
2H-NbSe2.1 The latter system, 2H-NbSe2, is thought to be
an archetypal example for the classical scenario of the
lapse of the elastic moduli of the FLL~implying a thermal
and/or disorder induced amorphization of the FLL~Refs. 1
and 22! as a source of the PE. Very recently, Baner
et al.23 have shown that single crystals of 2H-NbSe2 and
CeRu2, having comparable levels of pinning, display fractu
ing of the vortex solid at or near the incipient FLL meltin
transition in both the systems.

Independent of these developments, Tomyet al.24 have
reported the occurrence of the PE and the construction
magnetic phase diagram in Ca3Rh4Sn13, which again bears
striking resemblance to those in UPd2Al3 and CeRu2.3 This
ternary system with a superconducting transition tempera
of 8.18 K has the same crystal structure as that
Yb3Rh4Sn13,12,13 but, it does not contain any rare-earth io
Low value (3.331026 emu/cm3) of the normal-state para
magnetic susceptibility precludes the realization of a Ful
Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state4 in it. It is of interest to in-
vestigate in detail the PE region of Ca3Rh4Sn13 and compare
12 394 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the observed behavior with results in 2H-NbSe2 and
CeRu2.23,25 Our studies reveal that the PE region
Ca3Rh4Sn13 spans two sharp transitions located at its on
and peak positions and a characteristic hysteretic effec
observed on thermal cycling across the transition locate
the onset. Prior to the peak position of the PE, the state of
vortex array and its current carrying capacityJc depend on
the thermomagnetic history, i.e., theJc in the vortex array
created in a field-cooled~FC! manner is much larger tha
that obtained in a zero-field-cooled~ZFC! manner.25,26 The
isothermal dc magnetization hysteresis experiments also
veal a characteristic path dependence in theJc .

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The single crystal of Ca3Rh4Sn13 (3.433.230.6 mm3,
48.1 mg! used in the present studies is grown by the tin fl
method and it belongs to the same batch utilized by To
et al.24 The ac susceptibility measurements in superposed
magnetic fields have been performed using a well shiel
home built ac susceptometer.27 The ac and dc fields are co
axial and the sample is placed in such a way that one o
principal axes~cube edge! is always aligned parallel with the
field ~i.e., H//@001#). The ac measurements were made a
frequency of 211 Hz and with an ac amplitude of 1 Oe~rms!.
The dc magnetization data were obtained on a comme
superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! mag-
netometer~Quantum Design Inc., U.S.A., Model MPMS 5!,
but using a different procedure designated ashalf scan tech-
nique by Ravikumaret al.28 The magnetization values ob
tained via half scan technique minimize the artifacts aris
due to the sample movement through the inhomogene
magnetic field in a SQUID magnetometer and are indep
dent of the choice of the scan length.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Manifestation of the peak effect via isofield ac susceptibility
and isothermal dc magnetization measurements

1. Isofield ac susceptibility measurements

Figures 1~a! and~b! show the temperature dependence
the real part of the ac susceptibility@x8(T)# for Ca3Rh4Sn13
in various dc bias fields. The FLL was prepared in the Z
mode~i.e., the sample was initially cooled to the lowest te
perature in zero magnetic field and subsequently a gi
value of the dc field was applied!. The screening respons
was then measured while warming up the sample. The i
of Fig. 1~a! shows the typical variation of thex8(T) in low
applied fields~0 and 2.5 kOe!. In zero field, thex8(T) re-
sponse shows perfect screening (x8'21) at low tempera-
tures and it undergoes a sharp transition towards the no
state near the superconducting transition temperatureTc(0).
As the applied field increases, the superconducting to nor
transition broadens and thex8(T) rises monotonically to its
normal-state value atTc(H). However, for an applied dc
field of 3.5 kOe, as shown in Fig. 1~a!, this monotonic be-
havior is interrupted by the appearance of an anomalous
in thex8(T) at a temperature denoted asTp(57.43 K at 3.5
kOe!.
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Within the Bean’s critical state model,29,15 the x8(T) can
be approximated as

x8~T!;211~ahac /Jc!, ~1!

wherea is a geometrical factor,hac is the applied ac field
andJc is the critical current density. The above relation im
plies that the dip in thex8(T) is a consequence of an en
hancement in theJc , the ubiquitous peak effect. As the d
bias field is increased further~from 3.5 to 5 kOe!, the tiny
dip in thex8(T) transforms to a double peak structure@see
Fig. 1~a!#. This two-dip structure becomes progressive
more prominent as the dc field increases and the PE phen
enon eventually comprises two very sharp~<5 mK width!
first-order-like transitions as implied by the data in Fig. 1~b!.
For instance, in a field of 10 kOe, thex8(T) displays a sharp
dip at T5Tpl ~defined as the onset temperature of the pe

FIG. 1. ~a! and ~b! Temperature dependence of the real part
the ac susceptibility (x8) obtained for Ca3Rh4Sn13. The inset in~a!
shows typical behavior for low fields~0 Oe and 2.5 kOe!. The
curves in the main panel of~a! show the evolution of the structur
in the PE as the dc field is increased.~b! shows thex8(T) data for
higher fields~7 and 10 kOe!, where the double peak structure b
comes prominent. The inset in~b! shows theTpl and Tp lines,
plotted in the thermomagnetic (H,T) phase space.
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12 396 PRB 61S. SARKARet al.
effect!, followed by another sharp dip atT5Tp ~the peak
temperature!. Above theTp , the x8(T) response shows
rapid recovery towards the zero value. These double p
features were not apparent in the isothermalx8(H) scans
performed by Tomyet al.24 in the same crystal. Howeve
the Tp(H) values observed in the present isofield measu
ments show good agreement with the reportedHp(T)
values.24

The PE regime evolves rapidly with field and nearly
tenfold increase can be observed in the extent of the ano
lous dip in thex8(T) values characterizing the PE betwe
Hdc53.5 and 5 kOe. Also, the recovery of thex8(T) above
the Tp to its normal-state value becomes steeper as the
increases@cf. plots in Figs. 1~a! and~b!#, thus indicating the
sharpness of the transformation of vortex matter across
PE region. The inset of Fig. 1~b! summarizes theTpl andTp
values, plotted in the (H,T) phase diagram, for various d
bias fields. Below 5 kOe, one can hardly distinguish betw
the Tpl andTp values of the PE, and theTpl andTp curves
appear to merge at a multicritical point corresponding
Tp(H)/Tc(0);0.9 in the phase diagram.

2. Isothermal dc magnetization results

In order to further explore the different facets of the P
observed in the ac susceptibility measurements, isothe
dc magnetization hysteresis measurements were also
formed on the same crystal. The results at two temperat
are shown in Fig. 2. The magnetization curves were recor
for increasing as well as decreasing field cycles over a t
scan length of 4 cm using the modified half scan techniqu
well as the conventional full scan method on a SQUID m

FIG. 2. The isothermal dc magnetization hysteresis data at 4
with the full scan method and the half scan technique.Hpl

f andHpl
r

identify the fields at which the PE notionally commences on
forward leg and terminates on the reverse leg, respectively.
peak field, the irreversibility field, and the upper critical field a
marked asHp , Hirr , andHc2, respectively. The two insets sho
the data at 6.1 K using the full scan method and the half s
technique.
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netometer. The magnetization data recorded at 4.5 K sho
clear hysteresis in the field interval of 15–19 kOe betwe
the forward (H↑) and the reverse (H↓) legs of the field
sweep. As per the Bean’s critical state model,29 this hyster-
esis in magnetization,DM (H)5M (H↑)2M (H↓), provides
a measure of the macroscopic critical current densityJc(H)
and is a distinct indication of the occurrence of the PE inJc .
The field, where the magnetization hysteresis bubble is
widest, identifies the peak fieldHp . The collapse of the hys
teresis locates the irreversibility fieldHirr , above which the
critical current density falls below the measurable limit
the experimental method used~see Fig. 2!.

From the main panel of Fig. 2, it is apparent that t
hysteresis width in the peak effect region measured at 4.
by the half scan technique is significantly larger~and the
hysteresis bubble is much more symmetric! than that mea-
sured using the conventional full scan procedure. It is also
be noted that the use of half scan technique results in m
surable values of the magnetization hysteresis below the
set of the PE (,Hpl), whereas the full scan method results
the near absence of the magnetization hysteresis in the s
field region~8–15 kOe in Fig. 2!. The observed distinction is
important in the sense that the isofield ac susceptibility m
surements show a diamagneticx8(T) response@see Figs.
1~a! and ~b!# prior to the arrival of the PE regime, whic
clearly demands that the dc magnetization should not be
versible~i.e., JcÞ0) prior to the PE. These results demo
strate the efficacy and the necessity of the half scan te
nique employed in our isothermal dc magnetizati
measurements. To illustrate the point even further, the
insets of Fig. 2 show a comparison of the magnetizat
hysteresis data obtained by half scan and full scan metho
6.1 K, where the peak field is expected to be about 10 k
@cf. Fig. 1~b!#.

Even while the peak effect hysteretic bubble record
with the half scan technique at 4.5 K is more symmetric th
that recorded with the full scan method, the difference in
fields marking the onset (Hpl

f ) and the offset (Hpl
r ) of the PE

on the forward and reverse legs of the bubble persists,
Hpl

f .Hpl
r . Hence this feature is not an artifact of the meth

used, but is a characteristic property of the system. S
difference in the onset and the offset fields of the PE
been widely noticed in several compounds like, UPd2Al3,3

CeRu2,2 2H-NbSe2,23 Yb3Rh4Sn13,12,13 YBa2Cu3O7,30 etc.,
and have led to the proposition that the onset of the PE
akin to a first-order phase transition.2,3,6,28,30 A first-order
change allows for the possibility of the existence of the th
mal hysteresis and the path dependence in the values of s
physical variables, which in our case is the current den
Jc .

B. Disorder and history dependence of the macroscopic
critical current density Jc

1. Isofield ac susceptibility study

We now present the thermomagnetic history effects in
Jc in the PE region through the temperature-dependen
susceptibility measurements. Two different sample histor
viz., the ZFC and the FCW, commonly associated with
disordered magnets such as spin glasses, were investig
In the FCW mode, the sample was cooled down from
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normal state in the presence of the required dc field and
the measurements were performed while warming up
FLL. Figure 3 displays the typical response of thex8(T) for
the two thermomagnetic histories in a field of 10 kOe. T
FLL states in the FCW mode can be seen to give lar
diamagnetic screening response as compared to those
duced via the ZFC mode over a wide range of temperat
but up to the peak position of the PE. Since the macrosco
current densityJc is directly related to thex8(T) response
@Eq. ~1!#, the differences in thex8(T) responses between th
ZFC and the FCW~field-cooled warmup! modes reveal the
history dependence of theJc in those modes, i.e.,Jc

FCW(T)
.Jc

ZFC(T) for T,Tp . In an earlier report, Banerjeeet al.23

have exhibited the same kind of history dependence
CeRu2 and 2H-NbSe2. Also, from the small-angle neutron
scattering study, Huxleyet al.31 have surmised that the FC
state in CeRu2 comprises more finely divided regions of co
related lattice as compared to those in the ZFC state.
difference in the ZFC and the FCW responses finally dis
pears at the peak position of the PE, somewhat akin to
magnetic responses in spin glasses where the ZFC and
magnetization curves merge at the spin-glass transition t
peratureTg .32 However, unlike the spin glasses, where t
glass temperatureTg could display measurable difference
when the frequency and the amplitude of the ac field is v
ied, at least in the vortex system in Ca3Rh4Sn13, both the
onset (Tpl) and the peak (Tp) temperatures of the PE do no
vary with the change in frequency and/or amplitude of the
field.37 The observed robust independence ofTpl andTp on
the amplitude and especially on the frequency, further att
the first-order nature of the transformations and the con
quent absence of pretransitional fluctuation effects, such
critical slowing down, etc.

2. Isothermal dc magnetization data

To further illustrate the thermomagnetic history effects
the Jc , the magnetization hysteresis curves were recor
after obtaining the vortex states in the FC mode at fie
lying well below as well as within the PE region, as shown

FIG. 3. Thex8(T) curves atH510 kOe for two thermomag-
netic histories, namely, zero-field-cooled~ZFC!, and field-cooled
~FCW! warmup.x8(T) data show jumps atTpl andTp in both the
plots, and just aboveTp , the two curves merge into each other.
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Fig. 4 at T54.5 K. According to the Bean’s critical stat
model,33,34 when the critical current density is uniquely pr
scribed for a vortex state at a givenH and T, the single-
valued nature of theJc demands that all the magnetizatio
values obtained along the various paths with different th
momagnetic histories should lie within the envelope lo
defined by the forward and the reverse branches of the m
netization curve. The dc magnetization data illustrated
Fig. 4 go beyond the above description and clarify the m
tivalued nature of theJc . As the sample is field cooled in
preselected magnetic field (H,Hp) to the required tempera
ture and the magnetization is recorded as a function of
increasing/decreasing fields, the initial magnetization val
overshoot the forward/reverse magnetization envel
curves. On further increasing/decreasing the field, the m
netization values fall sharply and merge into the usual en
lope loop~to be identified by the thin continuous line in Fig
4!. The overshooting of the initial magnetization valu
clearly indicates that theJc value at a given fieldH in the FC
state is higher than that in the ZFC state, in good agreem
with the isofield ac susceptibility measurements discus
earlier. The observation that the FC magnetization cur
eventually merge into the ZFC magnetization curve~i.e., the
envelope loop! implies that the more strongly pinned F
vortex state heals to a more ordered ZFC state as the vo
state adjusts to a large enough changeDH in the external dc
field.35 This changeDH in the dc field required to anneal
given FC state to a neighboring ZFC state also increasesH
approaches the peak fieldHp , where the lattice is nearly
amorphous7 (DH varies from;2 kOe in the PE regime to
;80 Oe well below the PE regime!. The overshooting by the
FC magnetization curve is, however, absent for fields gre
than Hp ~see Fig. 4!. In such cases, the FC magnetizati
curve readily merges with the reverse envelope curve, s
the history effect in theJc disappears at the peak position
the PE, as seen earlier in the temperature dependent ac
ceptibility data.

FIG. 4. Magnetization hysteresis~minor! loops obtained at 4.5
K after field cooling the sample in different preselected fields. T
minor loops are obtained by either increasing or decreasing the
from a givenMFC(H) value. Note that the envelope hysteresis lo
is denoted by a continuous line.
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C. ThermalÕfield cycling across the onset and the peak position
of the peak effect: Evidence for shattering of the FLL

1. Thermal cycling during isofield ac susceptibility measuremen

A deeper insight into the path dependence of thex8(T)
can be brought about by performing thermal cycling acr
the onset and the peak position of the PE as it yields strik
evidence for the stepwise pulverization of the FLL.23 The
FLL prepared in the ZFC mode, after applying the requir
field, was warmed up to three preselected temperatures,TI ,
TII , and TIII , such thatTI,Tpl , Tpl,TII ,Tp , and Tp
,TIII ,Tc . The x8(T) responses were then recorded wh
cooling down in the field from the above three preselec
temperatures. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5, where
short-dashed and the solid lines~with data points omitted!
are the responses produced in the ZFC and FC war
modes, respectively~as shown earlier in Fig. 3!. The cooling
curves from the three preselected temperatures are re
sented by specific symbols. The following features are no
worthy in Fig. 5: ~i! For cooling down the sample from
temperature below the onset of the peak effect (TI,Tpl), the
FC cooling curve retraces the ZFC warmup curve, wh
implies that, the changes in the FLL that occur along
ZFC path up toTpl are reversible.~ii ! When cooled down
from a temperatureTII , thex8(T) response initially tries to
retrace the ZFC response, thereby effectively moving
wards the ordered ZFC state. But close toTpl , the x8(T)
response drops sharply to a value more diamagnetic than
ZFC curve~as well as more diamagnetic than the FC w
mup response! thereby implying that the FLL gets far mor
disordered. This sharp jump towards a different, highly d
ordered state reveals a characteristic hysteretic beha
across theTpl transition resulting in an open hysteresis loo
i.e., thex8(T) response can never by itself~for T,Tpl) re-
cover to the ZFC response. On cooling further down,
new x8(T) curve cuts across the FC warm up respon
thereby, becoming relatively less diamagnetic than the
warmup curve down to the lowest temperatures.~iii ! When
the FLL is cooled down from a temperature above the p
position (TIII .Tp), thex8(T) response initially retraces th

FIG. 5. x8(T) responses obtained while thermal cycling acro
the onset (Tpl) and the peak (Tp) positions of the PE.TI , TII , and
TIII identify the temperatures up to which the sample is warmed
each time after preparing the FLL in the ZFC mode.
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FC warmup and the ZFC curves down toTp . But belowTp ,
thex8(T) response becomes more diamagnetic than both
ZFC and FC warmup responses. BetweenTp and Tpl , this
highly disordered state stages a partial recovery towards
FC warm up state, but it remains more disordered until me
ing with the FC warm up curve at low temperatures. The
results bear close resemblance with the data in 2H-NbSe2
and CeRu2,23 and reaffirm the notion of the stepwise shatte
ing process of the FLL acrossTpl andTp .

2. Field cycling via minor hysteresis loops in the isothermal dc
magnetization measurements

Another interesting manifestation of the path depende
of the Jc across the onset position of the PE can be see
the isothermal dc magnetization hysteresis data via m
hysteresis loops, as reported by Roy and Chaddah2 in several
samples of CeRu2 and its derivatives.6,36 It was pointed
out2,6,30,36that the minor hysteresis loops initiated from th
fields lying in between the onset and the peak positions
the PE ~i.e., for Hpl,H,Hp), saturate without merging
with the reverse envelope loop. We show in Fig. 6 the
havior of the minor hysteresis curves initiated from the fie
lying in betweenHpl

f andHp at 4.5 K in Ca3Rh4Sn13. It is
clear that the saturated~i.e., the highest! values of the minor
loops do not meet the reverse envelope curve~identified by
the continuous line!. The inset of Fig. 6 shows how the m
nor loops eventually merge into the reverse envelope n
Hpl

r . Note that the difference between the saturated valu
a minor curve and the magnetization value on the reve
envelope curve decreases as the field from which the m
loop is initiated approaches the peak fieldHp . For fields
aboveHp , the minor hysteresis curves readily merge into t
reverse envelope curve since theJc is path independen
aboveHp . An estimate of the current density values alo
the forward/reverse portion of the envelope loop betwe

s

p

FIG. 6. Minor hysteresis loops generated by decreasing the
from the forward branch of the envelope loop at 4.5 K. The in
shows how the minor loops eventually merge into each other n
Hpl

r on the reverse envelope loop.
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TABLE I. Superconducting parameters in Ca3Rh4Sn13 at T54.5 K.

l ~Å! k j ~Å! Hc1 ~Oe! Hc2 ~Oe! Hc ~Oe! Gi j 0 (A/m2) j c(H50) (A/m2)

2270 17.5 130 110 19 500 800 331027 1.531011 ;107
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Hpl
f /Hpl

r and Hp can be made by examining the respect
half widths of the magnetization hysteresis loop.35 The mag-
netization data of Fig. 6 leads to the inference thatJc

f (H)
,Jc

r (H). The inequality,Hpl
f ,Hpl

r , and the distinct identi-
ties of the different minor loops vividly exemplify the irre
versibility and the path dependence in the physical phen
enon that occurs across the onset position of the PE.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Superconducting parameters of Ca3Rh4Sn13

The superconducting parameters of the isotropic su
conductor Ca3Rh4Sn13 obtained from the ac susceptibilit
and dc magnetization data at 4.5 K using the Ginzbu
Landau theory37 are given in Table I. The coherence lengthj
and the penetration depthl are;130 Å and;2270 Å, re-
spectively, which correspond to ak ~l/j! of 17.5. The pres-
ence of disorder, in the forms of thermal fluctuations~dy-
namic! and the quenched random pinning centers~static!,
governs the dynamics of the vortex array, and the two for
can be parametrized38 by the value of the Ginzburg numbe
@defined asGi5(1/2)(kBTc /Hc

2j3e)2# and the ratioj c / j 0

~where j c and j 0 denote the depinning and depairing curre
densities, respectively!. In order to conveniently observe th
melting or the amorphization transition of the vortex lattic
the following two criteria must be fulfilled. First, the syste
must have an appreciably large value of the Ginzburg nu
ber, which guarantees an adequate separation of the vo
melting/amorphization curve from theHc2 line. Second, the
system should have a sufficiently wide, weakly pinned
gion well below the superconductor-normal phase bound
which could help to identify the occurrence of the PE in t
magnetization experiments. The value of the Ginzburg nu
ber for Ca3Rh4Sn13 is ;1027, which is much smaller than
the typical value (;1022) ~Refs. 1 and 38! in high-Tc su-
perconductors. It indicates that this compound has a ra
narrow critical fluctuation region in the (H,T) phase space
where the vortex lattice can undergo melting transition d
to the thermal fluctuations alone. However, the ratioj c / j 0 is
;731025, which classifies Ca3Rh4Sn13 among the weakly
pinned systems. The weak pinning situation is very help
as the structural and the dynamical behavior of the vor
array can be examined within the framework of the Lark
Ovchinnikov collective pinning theory.39,40 The small j c / j 0
ratio in Ca3Rh4Sn13 makes it an attractive candidate for th
study of the pristine phase transitions of vortex matter.38,41–43

B. Collective pinning description

The motivation to invoke the Larkin-Ovchinniko
description39 for explaining the observed behavior
Ca3Rh4Sn13 is supported by the field dependence of the cr
cal current density in it. TheJc(H) can be estimated within
the prescription of the critical state model29 using the mag-
netization hysteresis data of Fig. 2 and the dimensions of
-
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crystal.33 Figure 7 shows theJc(H) vs H behavior at 4.5 K
on a log-log plot. In the ZFC mode,Jc

ZFC displays a linear
variation, which amounts to a power-law dependence
Jc(H) prior to reaching the PE region atHpl . Such a power-
law dependence is often taken to be a signature of the
lectively pinned elastic solid.44 Figure 7 also includes the
current density in the FC state estimated using the satur
values of the FC minor hysteresis curves initiated from d
ferentMFC(H) values~from Fig. 4!. The difference between
the highest magnetization value on the FC minor hyster
curve initiated from a givenH and the notional equilibrium
magnetization value~defined as@MFOR1MREV#/2) could be
taken as a measure of theJc

FC(H).35 It is apparent from Fig.
7 that the difference between theJc

FC and theJc
ZFC values

decreases asH decreases. ForH<4 kOe, one cannot distin
guish between the FC and the ZFC vortex states from
values of their critical current densities. A similar trend w
noted26 in 2H-NbSe2, where the difference between theJc
values in FC and the ZFC states ceased at about 1 kO
Larkin-Ovchinnikov model, the current densityJc is de-
scribed by the pinning force equation:39,40

Fp5JcH5~W/Vc!
1/25@np^ f p

2&/Rc
2Lc#

1/2, ~2!

where W and Vc represent the pinning parameter and t
correlation volume of a Larkin domain within which the FL
is undistorted and well correlated, despite the presence
pinning, respectively.np is the density of the pinning center
~pins!, f p is the elementary pinning interaction proportion
to the condensation energy, andRc andLc are the radial and
longitudinal correlation lengths. The pinning interaction
expected to decrease with increasing temperature, which
responds to a monotonic decrease in theJc . Thus the anoma-
lous increase in theJc across the PE region can be rationa
ized only by an introduction of an anomalous sudden drop
the Larkin volumeVc . The two discontinuous jumps inJc in

FIG. 7. Log-log plot ofJc vs H in the ZFC and FC modes a
T54.5 K.
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the x8(T) data therefore imply sudden shrinkages of theVc

at Tpl andTp . This picture proposes that for a sample w
substantial pinning, the competition between the interac
and the disorder leads to some threshold behaviors. W
the pinning energy overcomes the elastic energy of the F
which is continuously softened due to increase in the te
perature, a disorder induced transition transforms the F
from an elastic medium to a plastically deformed vort
states with a proliferation of the topological defects~disloca-
tions! at the onset of the PE~corresponding to the first jump
at Tpl!.

23 At a higher temperature, the thermal energy ov
comes the elastic energy and produces a complete a
phization of the vortex solid at the peak position of the
@where the second jump inx8(T) is located#.

The crucial support for the stepwise fracturing of the F
comes from the thermal cycling experiments performed o
well-ordered FLL~see Fig. 5!. While cooling down from a
temperature within the PE pocket~from TII in Fig. 5!, the
FLL is cooled from a partially fractured, plastically de
formed state. So the FLL initially tries to heal towards t
well ordered ZFC state. But, as the temperature decre
progressively towardsTpl , the decrease in the strength of th
thermal fluctuations start to stiffen the FLL, thereby buildi
up the stresses. The system thus fails to drive out the d
cations in order to heal back to the ZFC state. Instead
shatters further to release the stresses and reaches a dif
metastable state. To reach back to the ZFC state from
metastable state, one needs to shake the FLL vigorousl
an external driving force.35 This characteristic hysteretic be
havior across theTpl transition is definitely novel; it is no
usually seen across a typical first-order~melting! transition
in the absence of disorder.

The difference between the vortex states formed dur
the cooldown fromT.Tp ~from TIII in Fig. 5! and the one
which evolves during the FC warm up mode probably ori
nates from the slow dynamics1,23,26 of the order-disorder
transformation across theTpl and theTp . We believe that
aboveTp , the FLL transforms into a completely pulverize
state, which is so disordered that the FLL correlations
yond the first few nearest-neighbor intervortex spacings
immaterial. Thus, if the FLL is cooled down from such
disordered state (T.Tp), one cools in the liquidlike correla
tions and the FLL remains in an amorphous state~super-
cooled state! down to a much lower temperature~than that
during the FC warmup cycle!. The above scenario leads us
conclude that atTpl , the FLL transforms from a nearly
defect-free ordered lattice, such as a Bragg glass phase41,42

to a highly defective plastically deformed lattice41–43,46–49

with full of topological defects analogous to a vortex gla
phase. Then atTp , the vortex glass phase further transform
into a completely amorphous but pinned phase (JcÞ0),
above which the lattice is no longer correlated and loses
history and memory. The vanishing of the pinning occurs
an even higher temperature marked as the irreversibility t
peratureTirr .

The path dependence in thex8(T) response forT!Tp is
a thought provoking result. It has been shown50 that the mag-
netization in the ZFC state (MZFC) differs from magnetiza-
tion in the FC state (MFC) up to Tirr , and hence one could
produce a hierarchy of states whose bulk magnetization
ues lie in between the ZFC and the FC states. In the Z
n
en
L,
-
L

-
or-

a

es

o-
it
rent
is
by

g

-

-
re

ts
t
-

l-
C

state, one typically establishes a critical state with the criti
current densityJc(H). The states with magnetization lying i
betweenMZFC and MFC would be in subcritical state with
current densitiesJ(H)<Jc(H).51 At Tirr , the Jc(H) ap-
proaches the depinning limit (Jc→0). The magnetic shield-
ing responses, as measured via thex8(H,T) values, of all the
states whose magnetization values lie in betweenMZFC and
MFC are dictated by the sameJc(H), i.e., thex8(T) values
do not display any path dependence though the magne
tion values are path dependent. On the contrary, we witn
a thermomagnetic history dependence inJc(H) for the FLL
states prepared via different paths in Ca3Rh4Sn13. The
quenched random disorder appears to pin the vortices
different configurations while preparing the vortex states
different routes in the (H,T) plane and this leads to its his
tory dependence. The ZFC state with smallestx8(T) re-
sponse is perhaps the most ordered state with the lowesJc
and the slowly cooled FC state is the most disordered s
with the largestJc . Thus one can produce a hierarchy
metastable states whoseJc values lie in between theJc

ZFC

and theJc
FC . The history dependence of thex8(T) response

disappears at the peak position (Tp) of the PE, presumably
due to the fact that the FLL prepared in any manner alm
completely amorphizes at the peak position and the vo
system loses order in equilibrium.

C. Determination of Rc and L c

by the collective pinning analysis

Within the LO framework of collective pinning, the di
mensionality~D! of the collective pinning is determined b
the relative magnitude of longitudinal correlation lengthLc
of a Larkin domain with respect to the thicknessd of the
sample.38–40 Thus a transition from three-dimensional~3D!
to 2D behavior is predicted, whenLc>d/2. The estimated
value of Lc(0) $Lc(0)5j(0)@ j 0(T)/ j c(0)#1/2% from the
j 0 / j c ratio for Ca3Rh4Sn13 is 1.6mm, which is much smaller
thand/2 of the present crystal. We have therefore estima
the field dependence of the longitudinal and transverse
relation lengths,Lc(H) andRc(H) within the framework of
3D collective pinning, at 4.5 K using various supercondu
ing parameters calculated from isotropic GL theory~cf.
Table I!.

The longitudinal and the transverse correlation lengths
connected by the equation~A. Angurel et al.40!

Lc5~c44/c66!
1/2Rc'~2A2/pj!~b/12b!1/2Rc

2 , ~3!

wherec66 andc44 are the shear and the tilt moduli, respe
tively, j is the coherence length, andb is the reduced field
parameterH/Hc2. Substituting the expressions forc66 and
c44 ~Ref. 40! in the above equation and incorporating it wi
the LO equation for collective pinning@Eq. ~2!#, one can
determineRc andLc as

Rc5@W0b~12b!2#/$2A2/pj@b/~12b!#1/2%1/4~1/JcH !1/2,
~4!

Lc5$2A2/pj@b/~12b!#1/2%1/2@W0b~12b!1/2#1/2~1/JcH !.
~5!
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Figure 8 summarizes the computed data for the field
pendence of the ratiosRc /a0 andLc /d for the FLL at 4.5 K
in both the ZFC and the FC modes. For the ZFC mode, b
Rc /a0 and Lc /d initially increase with the field up to the
onset fieldHpl of the PE. But, betweenHpl and Hp , they
decline rapidly, which indicates that the elastic energy
cays much faster than the pinning energy as theRc and the
Lc decay faster than the pinning parameterW. Near the peak
field Hp , the ratioRc /a0→1, which supports the view tha
the FLL gets completely amorphized as the shear mod
c66 collapses. However, for the FC state, both theRc /a0 and
theLc /d show weaker dependence up to 0.8Hpl , after which
they start to decrease gradually, reaching the amorph
limit near Hp .

D. Vortex phase diagram

Collating all the ac susceptibility and dc magnetizati
data~including those from Ref. 24!, we can finally construct
a vortex phase diagram for Ca3Rh4Sn13 as shown in Fig. 9.
The lower critical field lineHc1(T) has been obtained from
an analysis of the isothermal dc magnetization measurem
performed at low fields.37 The Hc2 line has been derived
from the values obtained from the ac susceptibility as wel
the dc magnetization data. The regime in the magnetic ph
diagram enclosed by these two lines identifies the mi
state of a type-II superconductor. After the discovery
high-Tc superconductors an extra line, designated as an
versibility line, has been introduced50 in the phase diagram
of type-II superconductors, which marks the predomina
of the influence of thermal fluctuations on the vortices.
weakly pinned systems, the competition and interplay
tween the static~quenched random pinning! and dynamic
~thermal fluctuations! disorder and the elasticity of the lattic
create a richer phase diagram comprising a few more l
within the mixed phase. These lines reflect how the nea
defect-free~very small j c / j 0 ratio! elastically deformed vor-
tex lattice gets disordered in steps. The onset of the
which is identified with theTpl(H) in ac susceptibility data

FIG. 8. Plot of the computed values of the ratiosRc /a0 and
Lc /d versus field atT54.5 K for Ca3Rh4Sn13.
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and theHpl(T) in the dc magnetization data is drawn
(Hpl ,Tpl) line in Fig. 9. This line marks the onset of sha
tering of the FLL as the pinning energy overcomes the e
tic energy resulting in a transition from an elastic solid sim
lar to a Bragg glass phase to a plastically deformed vor
state. The shattering of the FLL gets completed at the p
position of the PE@marked as (Hp ,Tp) line in Fig. 9# pro-
ducing a near collapse of the Larkin domain and the co
plete amorphization of the FLL, thereby representing a tra
formation to a highly viscous pinned amorphous state.

If we choose to identify (Hp ,Tp) line in Fig. 9 with the
FLL melting curve (Bm , T), given by the relation38

Bm5bm~cL
4/Gi !Hc2~0!~Tc /T!2

3$12~T/Tc!2@Bm /Hc2~0!#%2, ~6!

then the Lindemann numbercL is found to be;0.1, which is
reasonable in the context of similar estimates for CeRu2 and
NbSe2.23 In Eq. ~6!, we usedGi and Hc2(0) as 1.331027

and 4.5 T, respectively, andbm was taken as 5.6 from Ref
38. For higher fields~i.e., aboveHirr line!, the critical cur-
rent density vanishes as identified by the vanishing of
hysteresis in the dc magnetization data. The irreversibi
line marks a crossover~presumably dynamic! from a pinned
amorphous to an unpinned amorphous state.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the peak effect, an anomalous upturn in
critical current density of superconductors, has been inve
gated in detail for the superconducting system Ca3Rh4Sn13
via isofield ac and isothermal dc magnetization measu
ments. A structure in the peak effect region, comprising t
first-order-like jumps at the onset (Tpl) and the peak (Tp)
positions of the PE, has been observed in the isofield
susceptibility measurements. Our ansatz about this two-p
structure is that the first peak reflects the commencement

FIG. 9. Vortex phase diagram for Ca3Rh4Sn13 depictingHc1 ,
(Hpl ,Tpl), (Hp ,Tp), (Hirr ,Tirr ), and (Hc2 ,Tc) lines. For nomen-
clature, see text.
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pinning induced stepwise shattering of the FLL through
sudden shrinkage of the correlation~Larkin! volume Vc at
Tpl .

23,45 The thermal cycling across theTpl reveals an open
hysteresis loop across it, which is a spectacular manifesta
of the shattering phenomenon of the FLL. The macrosco
current densityJc of Ca3Rh4Sn13 shows pronounced thermo
magnetic history dependence belowTp , which reveals the
role played by quenched random disorder on the FLL. T
disappearance of history dependence aboveTp reflects the
absence of memory of any previous history and the comp
amorphization of the FLL. The two-peak structure becom
inconspicuous below a certain dc field indicating a poss
crossover from an interaction dominated regime to a pinn
dominated regime when the lattice constanta0 becomes
D
M

T
,

C
Z

,

a

e

o

S
K

.

e

on
ic

e

te
s
e
g

comparable to the penetration depth, which measures
range of the electromagnetic interaction between the vo
ces. Finally, the vortex phase diagram of Ca3Rh4Sn13 is con-
structed which shows close resemblance to phase diagr
drawn earlier for CeRu2 and 2H-NbSe2.23 This could further
lead to the establishment of a generic phase diagram for
conventional low-Tc type-II superconductors in the presenc
of quenched random disorder and thermal fluctuations.
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